Surveillance of the eye and vision in a clinical trial of MART1-transformed dendritic cells for metastatic melanoma.
To report the protocol for surveillance of the eye and vision in a clinical trial of MART1-transduced dendritic cells for metastatic melanoma. In a phase I/II clinical trial of dendritic cell-based genetic immunotherapy for metastatic cutaneous melanoma, ophthalmic evaluation is performed prior to immunization (Baseline Evaluation), 56+/-7 days after first vaccination (mid-study evaluation), when dendritic cell injections are complete 112+/-7 days after first vaccination (end-study evaluation) and 168+/-7 days after first vaccination (post-study evaluation). The protocol for baseline, mid-study and end-study evaluations of the eye and vision includes ophthalmic history, comprehensive ophthalmic examination, psychophysical and electrophysiological visual function assessment, fundus photography and fluorescein angiography. Post-study evaluation consists of the 25-item visual functioning questionnaire augmented to elicit autoimmune manifestation with complete ophthalmic evaluation if vision-related symptoms or abnormalities are noted during or after the vaccination. Limited adverse effects on the eye and vision have been reported in melanoma immunotherapy trials, although this novel mode of therapy has the potential to induce melanoma paraneoplastic syndromes known to severely impair vision. Therefore, surveillance of the eye and vision should be considered in melanoma immunotherapy trials.